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The lead equivalent of X-ray protective barriers are given for both concrete and steel for 

potentials between 200 an d 1,400 kv . These were determined experimentally u sing a pres

sure ion ization chamber and an ' _ray tube to which constant potential was applied. Narrow 

X-ray beam were used. The data obtained are compared with t ho e published by other 

workers. Data on the relat ive masses referred to lead of both concrete and steel barriers 

are illcluded. The agreement among t he several laboratories is satisfactory when considera

tion is given to difference in the test specimens used and in t he experimental technic. 

It is the purpose of this paper to presen t experi
lllrntal data 011 the r elative thickness of lead, con
crete, and steel needed for protect.ion against 
narrow beams of X-rays generated by potentials 
between 200 and 1,400 kv and to compare these 
with similar rcslllts published by other labora
tories. The total range so covelled is 70 to 2,000 
kv. The usefulness of such daLa depends upon 
the availability of information on the thickness of 
lead req uired for protective barriers. The Ameri
can Standards Ass00iation Code Z54.1 [l] I con
tains such recommendat.ions for po tentials up to 
250 kv. D etails of the research leading to the 
recommencfed absorption cnrves for X-rays arc 
given in other pap ers [2 , 3]. Wide-angle X-ray 
beam absorption in concrete is also given for 
1,000 and 2,000 kv. Oth er technical publications 
contain limited absorption-curve data for poten
tials up to approximately 2,000 kv as well as some 
data on the lead equivalen t of various building 
materials [4 to 11, incl.]. 

I. Introduction 

Concrete and steel have become important a 
materials for the construction of X-ray protective 
barriers; both are now used extensively to supple-

"Deceased. 
1 Figures in brackets indicate tbe literature references at the end of this 

paper. 
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ment m etallic lead and its compounds in installa
tions for X-rays generated by potentials up to 
approximately 400 kv and to replace, in large part, 
lead and i ts compounds in protective barriers for 
X-rays generated by voltages above this value. 
This trend, given additional impetus by war con
dition that have made the procuremen t of metallic 
lead difficult and the construction of metallic bar
riers costly, is firmly established and is unlikely to 
be reversed as there are so und economic reasons to 
justify it . As the penetrating power of X-radia
tion is increased up to about 3,000 kv, th e effective
ness of materials of r elatively low effective atomic 
number- such as con crete, or teel- increases 
also; unlike lead , these materials do not require 
costly supporting s tructures. Most high -voltage 
X-ray installations are housed in new buildings of 
steel and concrete construction; the walls , ceilings, 
and floors in such buildings can be made ade
quately protective at relatively little additional 
cost by increasing their thickness sufficiently. 

N one of these papers covers the whole range of 
X-ray quality now commonly used in the medical 
and industrial applications; they ar e widely 
scattered in the literature, appearing in both 
English and German, and in scientific and tech
nical journals to which designers of X-ray eq uip
ment and X-ray installations do not h ave reael y 
access. 
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Often protective barriers are located quite near 
the personnel that they are to protect, and the 
barriers are irradiated by X-rays over large 
areas. The new data presented in this paper 
do not apply under such conditions . Only when 
the barrier is located far from the personnel to be 
protected and the irradiat.ed area is small should 
this new information be used. It has been theo
retically predicted and experimentally verified 
that the difference in apparent absorption should 
be perceptible in the region where scattering is 
appreciable. In section IV- 2 attention is called 
to some measurements that give the order of 
magnitude of this difference expressed in terms 
of the lead equivalent. 

II. Test Specimens 

Singer, Taylor, and Charlton [9] have reported 
that for narrow X-ray beams generated by 
potentials from 200 to 400 kv the lead equivalent 
of a concrete barrier is proportional to its density 
and is, for practical purposes, unaffected by the 
nature of the concrete mix, except as the composi
tion affects the density of the concrete. Tests 
made in connection with the present study- the 
results of which are presented in a later section
confirm this finding for X-rays generated by 
potentials up to 1,400 kv for concrete and steel. 
As the lead equivalents of concrete barriers of 
different composition but of the same density are 
the same, it is sufficient to confine attention to 
specimens of but a single composition. Accord
ingly, only one concrete mix was examined. The 
specimens used are those described in reference 

SECTION A-A 
PRESSURE 
CHAMBER 

[9]. Three sizes of concrete cylinders were used. 
Of these, the first is 15 em in diameter and 11 em 
in length ; the second, 20 em in diameter and 16 
em in length; and the third, 20 em in diameter 
and 22 em in length. The volume ratio of cement 
to sand to gravel is 1:2.2:3.8. Although the 
density of these specimens varies from 2.34 to 
2.40 g/cm3, all data relating to them have been 
corrected so as to apply to concrete of density 
2.35 g/cm3, that is, concrete weighing approxi
mately 147 Ib/ft3. For further details, the 
original paper should be consulted. 

The steel specimens consist of 30-cm squares of 
cold-rolled steel approximately 1.27 em thick of 
density 7.8 g/cm3• 

III. Method 

The method used in determining the lead 
equivalent of all specimens is essentially that 
described in the paper by Singer, Taylor, and 
Charlton [9]. It consists in comparing the X-ray 
attenuation due to each specimen with that due 
to each of a series of lead sheets of known thick
ness. This is done by measuring the relative 
ionization in a pressure ionization chamber when 
each specimen is nsed as a filter under identical 
operating conditions. The apparatus used is 
shown in figure 1. The X-ray generator has been 
described by E. E. Charlton and H. S. Hubbard 
[12]. This consists of a constant-potential power 
snpply and a pumped X-ray tube made up in 10 
sections. Power is supplied to the generator from 
a synchronous motor-generator set, the output 
voltage of which is remotely controlled by vary-

F IGUR E I. - Cross section of apparatus used in determination of lead equivalent of concrete and steel. 
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Hlg the resistance in series with the generator 
fi eld winding. The constant potential applied to 
the tube is measured by means of a potentiometer 
used in conjunction with a wire-wound r esistor of 
] ,400 megohms in parallel with the tube and its 
supply . It is conservatively es timated that by 
means of this voltmeter the tube voltage can be 
measured with an accuracy of better t.han 1 per
cent. As this voltmeter is a modification of the 
type described by Taylor for lower voltages, his 
paper [13] should be consulted for further details. 
The tungsten target of the X-ray tube is of the 
reflection type, that is, the axis of the X-ray beam 
is at right angles to the axis of the X-ray tube. 
The anode cylinder of this tube is surrounded by 
a shield, B, containing 4 in. of lead shot. The 
lead cylinder , D, immediately in front of the tube 
target, A, contain a monitoring ionization cham
ber used to check the constancy of the X-ray 
output. The lead diaphragm in the end of this 
cylinder limits the X -ray beam to a diameter of 
approximately 10 cm at the incident face of the 
first test specimens, H. Immediately in front of 
this diaphragm there are a 3-in. lead shutter, F, 
and a series of lead filters, G; both the shutter 
and the filter system are remotely operated from 
the control room. The tes t specimens were 
placed at a distance of from 1 to 2 m from the tube 
t arget. Beyond the specimens a temporary brick 
wall, I , 30 ern thick, was erected in order to re
duce the effect of scattered radiation. The 
X -radiation passes through the aperture in t.his 
brick baffle, and after passing through the 4-cm 
aperture in the diaphragm, J , in front of the lead
shot baffle, K, enters the pressure ionization 
chamber. The ionization current produced within 
this chamber is amplified by an FP- 54 amplifier 
and is measured by a potentiometer in the grid 
circuit of the amplifier. For details relat ing to 
the pressure ionization chamber and the ionization 
measuring system used. reference should be made 
to the paper by Taylor, Singer, and Charlton 
describing this apparatus [14]. 

No filtration was used other than that inheren t 
in the X-ray tub e and in the monitoring ion iza
t ion chamber . Thi filtration consisted of 0.79-mm 
brass, 0.79-mm copper , 12.7-mm water, and 
l.53-mm aluminum. 

The experimental procedure is a follows: One 
or more of the test specimens are placed in the 
position indicated in figure 1, the number used at 
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anyone time dep ending upon the thickness of con
crete for which the lead equivalent is desired. In 
this way, the concrete tbiclmes i increased in 
steps of approximately 5 cm to a total sufficien t 
to r educe the dosage ra te to 0.35 X 10- 5 rlsec or less 
for any given quality of radia tion. At a given tube 
voltage and tube current the ionization current i 
determined by the m easuring ystem de cribed 
above. The specimens are then removed from the 
beam , and lead filters are introduced in turn by 
means of the remotely controlled filter system. 
This is continued until a combination of lead 
filters is found for which the ionization current is 
the same as that observed with the specimen in the 
beam. The total thickness of lead in the beam is 
taken to be the lead equivalent of the specimen in 
question. If no such combination of filters i avail
able, the lead eq uivalent is foun d by means of an 
interpolation curve for lead filters having approxi
mately the lead equivalent of the specimen . To 
find the thickness ra tio in any given case, the 
thickness of the sample is divided by the thickness 
of its equivalent lead filter . 

For purposes of X-ray protection, the lead 
equivalent of any sample, and therefore, the 
thickness ratio, should be deter'.llined for barriers 
of sufficient thickness to reduce the dosage rate of 
any given beam of radiation incident upon it to 
approximately 0.35 X 10- 5r/sec 2 ; that is, to such 
a level that a person may remain behind the barrier 
continuously for 8 h1' and receive no more than 
0.1 r. When ionization measurements are carried 
out for barrier thicknesses sufficien t to bring about 
such a reduction in the dosage rate of the incident 
radia tion, scattering effects become important and 
must be eliminated, if possible, or if not possible, 
must be corrected for. In order to minimize the 
effect of scat tering when very thick: specimens are 
examined, ionization readings for each pecimen 
and for each lead filter are taken in two steps: 
(1) as described above, and (2) with a 6-in. lead 
plug inserted in the aperture, L , in the 6-in. 

, The tolerance dose was defilled by The [nterna tional X ·ray and R adium 
Protection Comm lssioll at the Fi[th Interna tional Congress o[ R adio logy, 
Chicago, Septemher [937, as 0.2 roentgen per day, which "on tpe basis of 
conti nuolls ir radia tion d u ring a working day of 7 bours ••• corresponds 
to a tolerance dosage rate of lO-~rlsec." As more and more penetrating radia
tion has come into common use in both medicine and industry, a trend has 
developed toward the reduction o[ tbe daily tolerance dose [rom 0.2 to 0.1 r . 
I n both H andbook lIB20 o[ the N ational Bureau o[ Standards and ill the 
Ind ustria l X ·ray a[ety S ta ndard of t he American Standards Associa tion, 
t he d~ i1 y tolerance, or permissible dose, is given as 0.1 r, wbich on the basis 
of continuolls ex posure throughou t an g·hr working day is equiva lent to 
approximately 0.2 milliroentgen per minute, or 0.35X 10-'r/sec. 
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baiRe, K. This second reading is a measure of the 
scattered radiation entering the pressure chamber. 
The ionization reading for the specimen or lead 
filter in question is found by taking the difference 
b etween the first and second of these readings . 

IV. Results 

1. Effect of Tube Voltage and Barrier Thickness 

For concrete, the lead equivalent of each speci
men was determined for potentials from 400 to 
1,400 kv in steps of 100 kv. The results so ob
tained have been plotted in figure 2 to show the 
lead equivalent of concrete at each of these volt
ages as a function of the barrier thickness. For 
the sake of completeness, there has been added to 
these curves, others based on similar data pub
lished earlier by Singer, Taylor, and Charlton !9] 
for generating potentials between 200 and 400 kv. 
The increasing effectiveness of concrete as a 
protective barrier with increasing voltage, an 
effect that is very pronounced 'in the potential 
range between 200 and 400 kv, is still apparent 
at 1,400 kv, bu t the l'a te of this increase falls wi th 
increasing potential. For high generating po
tentials and for thick barriers, the curve showing 
the lead equivalent of a barrier as a function of its 
thickness is approximately linear. For low volt
ages and relatively thin barriers , the CUTves are 
parabolic. 

In table 1 the results obtained for concrete are 
summarized for narrow X-ray beams. In the first 
column the voltage applied to the tube is given; 
in the second, the ratio of thickness of concrete to 
thickness of lead giving equivalent protection 
under identical conditions; in the third, the mass 
ratio , that is, the ratio of the mass of a concrete 
barrier to that of a lead barrier affording equivalent 
protection under identical conditions. In table 
2 similar data are given for steel. 

As the lead equivalent of a barrier material is 
not in general proportional to the barrier thick
ness, the thickness ratios given in the second col
umn of tables 1 and 2 will depend upon the barrier 
thickness. The thickness of especial interest is 
that sufficient to reduce the intensity of the X
radiation incident upon it to the "tolerance" or 
"permissible dosage rate." For the purpose of 
computing the thickness ratios given in tables 1 
and 2, it has been assumed that the barrier in 
question is such as to reduce to 1O-5r /sec the 
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X-radiation incident upon it from an X-ray tube 
1 m away when the tube is operated at the poten
t ial indicated and at a tube current of 3 mao 
These factors were selected in order to facilitate 
comparison of these data with data reported by I 

others for approximately the same conditions. 
Under other operating conditions, these ratios are 
still sufficiently accUTate for practical purposes, 
since, as is evident from figUTe 2, the lead equiva-

TABLE 1.- Thickness and maes ratios for concrete 

X·ray 
energy 

kv 
200 
250 
300 
400 
500 
600 
700 
800 
900 

1, 000 
1,200 
1,400 

Thickness I Mass rat io 
·c~~~~e~~r 1 for concrete 2 

' 55 11. 4 
, 34 7. 1 
, 24.6 5. 1 
' 16. 2 3.4 

11.5 2. 4 
9.3 1.9 
8. 1 1.7 
7. 1 1.5 
6.5 1. 4 
6. I 1.3 
5.6 1.2 
5.2 1.1 

I The thickness ratio is obtained by di viding the thickness of concrete 
by the thickness of lead reQu ired for eQual protection under identical condi· 
tions . 

, The mass ratio is obtai ned by dividing the mass of a concrete barricr 
by the mass of a lead barricr reQuired for eQual protection under identica l 
conditions. 

These ratios are computed for a concrete barrier of sufficien t thickness to 
rednce a narrow beam of incident radiation to 1O-' r/seo at 1 m from an X·ray 
tube operated at the voltage indicated and a tube current of 3 rna. All data 
were obtained at the National Bureau of Standards. 

, O. Singer, L . S. Taylor, A. L . Oharlton , J . Research N BS 21, 783 (1938) 
RP1155. 

TABLE 2.- Thickness and mass mtios for steel 

I X-ray Thickness ra· Mass ratio 
energy tio for steel I for steel ' 

kv 
200 13.6 [Il] 9.4 
300 7.5 [6] 5. 2 
400 4.9 [6] 3.4 
500 3.5 [5] 2. 4 

I 600 2.9 2.0 
800 2.2 1.5 

1,000 1.9 1.3 
1, 400 1.7 1.2 

1 The tbickness ratio is obtained by dividing the thickness of steel by the 
thickness of lead required for equal protection under identical conditions. 

, The mass ratio is obtained by dividing the mass of a steel barrier by the 
mass of a lead barrier required for equal protection under identical conditions. 

These ratios are com puted for a steel barrier of sufficien t thickness to reduce 
a narrow beam of inciden t radiation to 10-'r/sec at 1 m from an X·ray tube 
operated at the voltage indicated and a tube current of 3 rna. Unless otber 
wise specified the data given are those obtained at the National Burean of 
Standards. 
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lent of a barrier tends to become linear for barrier 
thickness of the order required for adequate X-ray 
protection. For this reason, tables 1 and 2 (and 
their graphs given in figures 3 and 4, respectively) 
may be used without appreciable error in comput
ing X -ray protection for various tube currents and 
distances on the basis of a daily tolerance dose of 
o 1 r (0 .35 X 10- 5r /sec). 

In figure 3 th e thickness ratio for concrete has 
been plot ted as a function of the tube voltage that 
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applies. The heavy line thl'ough the open circles 
is that obtained for the da ta given in table 1, 
covering the potential range from 200 to 1,400 kv. 
In the interest of completeD C' , and for the purpose 
of comparison, points obtain C'd from th e published 
data of 11 other workws have also been plotted. 
With the exception of tIl e data taken from H eiden
reich and J eagel' [4], the agrcement between the 
several workcrs , although not as close as might 
be desired , is as good as can be expected when 
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Lead equivalent of concrete, constant potential; narrow X-ray beam, axis at right angles to axis of electron stream; densit y of concrete 2.35 ~/cm3. 
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FIGURE 3.- R atio of concrete thickness to lead thickness as a 
function oj tube voltage. 

Ratio of concretc t hickness to load t hickn ess to reduce radiation at one 
meter to 10-'r/sec. 

consid eration is given to all factors affecting the 
end result. Aside from the errors involved in 
the making of such measurements--of which only 
a rough estimate is possible- there are many 
conditions that are no t equivalen t for the severa'! 
determinations. A significant comparison of such 
data is possible only when the test samples, the 
nature of the radiation, and the irradiated area 
are similar, and furthermore only when the accu
racy with which these factors are defined can be 
specified. 

Correction for differences in the test specimens 
is possible whenever their density is specified ; 
likewise, correction for differences in initial dosage 
rate can b e made if the n ecessary data are supplied . 
These corrections, being relatively simple to make, 
were applied to all data plotted in figure 3 for 
which the necessary information was available. 
The effect of variations in radiation quality on 
the results, while very important, is difficult to 
determine as many operating conditions must be 
considered in such an evaluation. These include 
the generator wave form ; the ~ccuracy of voltage 
measurement; the tube bias used, both inherent 
and controlled; the direction of the X-ray beam 
with respect to that of the electron stream ; 
filtration ; and spectra.! selectivity of the radiation 
detector used . While important at all voltages, 
t hese factors become increasingly so as the t ube 
voltage is increased. In figure 3 no attempt was 
made to correct for any of the factors relating to 
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the specification of radiation quality or beam 
diameter. 

The r esults of all the laboratories clearly show 
the essen tial charac teris tics of pro tee ti ve barri ers 
made of concrete or of similar materials of low 
atomic number. As already noted, such barriers 
are compara tively ineffective at low voltages, 
that is, a greater thickness ratio is , in general, 
required for soft X-rays than for X-rays of 
relatively greater p enetrating power . Thus, at 
200 kv a concr ete balTier should be about 60 
times as thick as a lead barrier if equivalent 
protection is to be had, whereas, at 1,000 kv, a 
comparable concrete barrier lleed be only about 
six times the thickness of its equivalen t lead 
barrier. The discontinuity in the curve at approxi
mately 100 kv is caused by the K-absorption 
limit of lead. As a result of this discontinui ty, 
such barriers have a minor maximum lead equiv
alent at this voltage and a minor minimum 
lead equivalent at approximately 200 kv. For 
poten tials above 200 lev the lead equivalen t 
increases (the thickness ra tio decr eases) rapidly 
at first and then more slowly as the photoelectric 
absorption of lead becomes less important , until 
in the range between 1,000 and 2,000 kv relatively 
little change is to be observed . 

In figure 4 the thiclmess ratios for steel are 
plotted to show variation with X-ray generating 
poten tial. These data were taken from table 2. 
In addition, there is included the thickness ratio 
of steel at 2,000 lev computed from absorption 
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FIGURE. 4 - Ratio oj steel thickness to lead thickness as a 
Junction oj tube voltage 

Ratio of steel thickness to lead thickness to red uce radiation at one meter 
to 10-' r/sec. 
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,curves recently published by Charlton and 
W estendorp [10], Except tha t the thick:ness 
Tatios fOT steel are less than for concrete - approxi
m a tely in the ratio of the densities of the two 
materials for this poten tial range- the discussion 
g iven in connection wi th figure 3 applies also to 
figure 4 , 

2 . Effect of X-roy-Beam Diameter 

The lead equivalent obtained for a given tes t 
sample depends upon the area of the sample 
irradiated in making the determination. Mate
rials of low atomic number produce a larger 
percent of their X-ray attenuation by scattering 
than does lead whose photoelec tric absorption is 
s till appreciable in this poten tial range. There
fore , when determined for an X-ray beam of large 
diameter, the lead equivalen t of a barrier of rela
t ively low atomic number is less than that ob
tained when a small beam is used. The use of 
small fields is desirable because only under such 
experimen tal conditions can accurately reproduc
ible data be obtained. This technic is objection
able, however , as a lead equivalent so obtained 
is not necessarily a t rue measure of the effective
ness of a given barrier under actual working 
condi tion s, When very broad beams are used, 
t he actual lead equivalent of the barrier in ques
t ion may be much less than indicated by experi
mental determination involving the use of small 
X -ray fields, This effect must be guard ed 
against , especially for very penetrating radiation, 
as the effect becomes greater the more penetrating 
the radiation becomes, Unfortunately, because 
of t echnical difficulties in ob taining such data, 
there is at presen t rela tively lit tle information 
available on the effect of beam size. 

Of the data on thickness ratios for concrete 
presented in graphical form in figure 3, only the 
points taken from the work of J aeger and Trost 
[5], and also from Braes trup 's [3] paper, were 
obtained with the broad beams encountered in the 
application of radiation barriers. The experi
mental conditions for which the w~rk of J aeger 
and Trost was carried out was such that the diam
eter of the beam is approximately 30 cm , The 
beam size in Braestrup 's work is no t specified. 
The differences between the lead equivalents 
obtained by these workers and t hose obtained' by 
the other s listed in figure 3 are therefore significant 
as they give a rough indication of the decrease in 
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the lead equivalen t of a barrier when differen t 
beam sizes are used. 

3 . Mass Ratio for Concrete a nd Steel 

In the construction of new buildings for hou ing 
X-ray installations, the matter of the r elative 
mass of various protective barriers mu t of course 
be considered in the design of the building, but 
this factor is of rela tively greater impor tan ce when 
an X-ray installation is to be set up in an old 
building, in which serious re trictions may be 
imposed on the additional loading that may be 
applied to walls, floors, and ceilings without 
approaching the danger point. For use in con
nection with the problems of tIlls nature, there is 
given in figure 5 the mass r a tio of both s teel and 
concrete barriers for potentials between 100 and 
1,400 kv , H ere, again, there is shown in addition 
to the data first reported h ere, tha t recomputed 
from the published work of several other workers 
in tIlls field. It should be noted that the points 
for concrete and steel both fall on a single curve. 
This means that the lead equivalents of barriers 
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, constructed of these materials are proportional to 
their relative densities, 

V. Summary 

Metallic lead is the primary X-ray protective · 
material in the low-voltage range. It has been 
supplemented by such materials as concrete and 
steel in the supervoltage range but is unlikely to be 
entirely superseded. For this reason, the speci
fications ! of the relative effectiveness of various 
materials as protective barriers in terms of metallic 
lead is of interest. From the data presented herein 
for lead, concrete, and steel, it is possible to de
termine the thickness of a barrier of anyone of these 
materials when that for lead is known.3 For poten
tials up to 250 kv, the recommendations of the 
American Standards Association are available. 
For X-rays generated by potentials greater than 
250 kv, limited experimental and theoretical data 
for absorption curves are available, but there has 
been no general agreement on these requirements 
in the supervoltage region, except for the concrete 
curves for wide angle beams given by the ASA 
Code. 4 

3 It is necessary tha t caution be used in such an application for the data 
given in this paper applies onl y to tbe case of narrow beams of X·rays. 

4 The National Bureau of Standards has recently completed an ex peri· 
men tal arrangement for determination or tbe efTect of the size or the irradiated 
area of the barrier upon the at tenuation produced . It is expected that this 
Information will soon be available. 
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